
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Waverley Racing Club  Date: 23 March 2014 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Good 2 
Rail: True 
Stewards: N Goodwin (chairman), R Neal, L Tidmarsh 
Typist: V Perry 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
S Collett advised Stewards at 7.10am that she was unwell and did not attend the meeting.  She was replaced in Race 6 on 
CAJUN by M Dravitzki.   S Collett was advised that a Medical Clearance is required. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: CADUCEUS, JUST THE TIP, SKYCHI, ATOZED, SAIL AWAY, NIPPIN, ON THE HILL and CARLOW 

 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions Race    

Medical Certificates: Required from S Collett 

Rider Changes: Race  6 CAJUN - M Dravitzki replaced S Collett (unwell) 

Late Scratchings: Race    

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 BNZ 1200M 

COUSIN COLIN began awkwardly however recovered quickly. 
WILD WINGS was obliged to race three-wide without cover throughout. 
NEXT TIME was inclined to race greenly in the early and middle stages. 
CIDER had to be angled outwards to improve approaching the 200 metres. 
COUSIN COLIN returned to the enclosure with a superficial abrasion to the shoulder and near-front leg consistent with 
having hit the side of its gate. 

Race 2 CR GRACE/TAYLOR PRESTON 1650M 

LIKEAPINS was inclined to over-race in the middle stages. 
OUR ALCHEMIST lay out under pressure in the final straight. 
JUST THE TIP had to be restrained off heels approaching the 600 metres. 

Race 3 WAVERLEY HARVESTING/BIG BLADE 1400M 

Due to an administrative error OUR ZULU GIRL was incorrectly shown as wearing blinkers. On and off-course patrons were 
duly advised. 
MRS WONG was slow to begin. 
VIBRANT MOSS was held up rounding the final bend behind the weakening OUR ZULU GIRL and only obtained clear 
running passing the 200 metres. 

Race 4 TONY WILSON LIVESTOCK 1200M 

ATOZED began awkwardly and lost ground. 



 

 

MISS BENCI was slow to begin. 
ETERNITY over-raced in the early and middle stages.  
MISS BENCI over-raced in the middle stages. 
SOUND BARRIER raced three-wide without cover throughout. 
ETERNITY was held up rounding the final turn and early part of the home straight. 

Race 5 WANGANUI MOTORS 1650M 

THE GREMLIN lay out shortly after leaving the barriers crowding BABY GEE out on to SAIL AWAY which was hampered and 
lost ground. 
COUSIN ASH shifted in on jumping hampering MISCHIEVOUS MIS which lost ground. 
THE GREMLIN over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
SAIL AWAY (D Walker) was held up rounding the turn and near the 250 metres when taken out to avoid the weakening 
BARTHEZ, shifted out hampering COUSIN ASH and THE GREMLIN which was buffeted for a short distance.  D Walker was 
advised to exercise care. 

Race 6 A & C SURVEYS 1650M 

TWOZNOTENOUGH jumped awkwardly however recovered quickly. 
PHOENIX TYCOON raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
KOHI ROAD shifted in under pressure over the final stages resulting in TWOZNOTENOUGH being placed in restricted room 
and having to steady. 
TWOZNOTENOUGH was inclined to over-race in the middle stages. 
SHEZASTUNNA was held up for a short distance passing the 400 metres. 
When questioned regarding the run of PHOENIX TYCOON Rider D Walker reported that the mare’s tendency to over-race in 
the middle stages, together with the indifferent tempo of the race, had proved detrimental to its chances. 

Race 7 POWERBOX 1400M 

IRISH STRINGS and JENNY’S OKAY both began awkwardly losing ground. 
IRISH STRINGS over-raced in the early stages and had to be restrained off heels passing the 1,400 metres. 
JENNY’S OKAY and RIVER HEAD over-raced for a short distance near the 1,300 metres. 
LUMIERE BLUE was obliged to race three-wide without cover throughout. 
IRISH STRINGS shifted out abruptly near the finish. 
J Parkes the Rider of BRECON GROSVE was shown footage of his ride over the final stages and reminded of his obligation to 
ride his mount out fully to the finish when circumstances permit. 
When questioned regarding the run of LUMIERE BLUE, Rider R Hutchings was of the opinion the gelding was making 
irregular breathing sounds.  The Stewards ordered a veterinary inspection which failed to reveal any obvious abnormalities. 

Race 8 WANGANUI INSURANCE BROKERS/STEELFORM ROOFING GROUP 2200M 

LADY SHANNON raced three-wide without cover throughout. 
GAMER ROYALE lay in rounding the final turn and had to be straightened. 
CARLOW shifted out abruptly under pressure passing the 150 metres crowding MY PENTIRE which had to steady 
momentarily. 
When questioned regarding the performance of ADRIENNE Rider M Dee was of the opinion the mare may be feeling the 
effects of recent racing.  
When questioned regarding the improved performance of CARLOW Trainer A Sharrock advised that after disappointing at 
its previous start at Wellington on 15 March, the gelding had been schooled which had proved beneficial. 

 


